News Release

TerraBioGen LCFX launched for the Greenhouse Vegetable
Market
Vancouver, Canada, November 9, 2015
TerraBioGen Technologies Inc., a developer of proprietary high-value agriculturally bioactive
products, announces that it has launched TerraBioGen LCFX which is specifically formulated
for the commercial greenhouse vegetable market.
TerraBioGen has spent several years developing its technology and has validated performance
through trials conducted in Canada, the US and the UK. The TerraBioGen LCFX formulation
provides a dramatic improvement in root architecture and plant health, and has shown a
statistically significant increase in crop yield based on growing trials.
“We are extremely pleased with the performance of TerraBioGen LCFX. During greenhouse
vegetable trials, we exceeded growers yield improvement expectations by several times.” said
TerraBioGen’s CEO, Blair Heffelfinger.
About TerraBioGen
TerraBioGen Technologies Inc. has developed technologies for the production of innovative, high value,
environmentally progressive agricultural and horticultural bio-products that improve crop health and yields,
and suppress crop disease. The Company is committed to research and development to continue to
improve the effectiveness of its technologies, the quality of its products, and the creation of new product
lines. Further, the Company is taking steps to secure intellectual property rights to these active ingredients
and to formulate them in order to fully commercialize their potential.
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This news release contains certain statements that may be deemed “forward-looking” statements. Forward looking
statements are statements that are not historical facts and are generally, but not always, identified by the words
“expects”, “plans”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “intends”, “estimates”, “projects”, “potential” and similar
expressions, or that events or conditions “will”, “would”, “may”, “could” or “should” occur. Although
TerraBioGen believes the expectations expressed in such forward-looking statements are based on reasonable
assumptions, such statements are not guarantees of future performance and actual results may differ materially from
those in forward looking statements. Forward looking statements are based on the beliefs, estimates and opinions of
TerraBioGen’s management on the date the statements are made. Except as required by law, TerraBioGen
undertakes no obligation to update these forward-looking statements in the event that management’s beliefs,
estimates or opinions, or other factors, should change.

